Operationalization and validation of a novel method to calculate adherence to polypharmacy with refill data from the Australian pharmaceutical benefits scheme (PBS) database
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Background: Electronic health care data contain rich information on medicine use from which adherence can be estimated. Various measures developed with medication claims data called for transparency of the equations used, predominantly because they may overestimate adherence, and even more when used with multiple medications. We aimed to operationalize a novel calculation of adherence with polypharmacy, the daily polypharmacy possession ratio (DPPR), and validate it against the common measure of adherence, the medication possession ratio (MPR) and a modified version (MPRₘ).

Methods: We used linked health data from the Australian Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme and Western Australian hospital morbidity dataset and mortality register. We identified a strict study cohort from 16,185 patients aged ≥65 years hospitalized for myocardial infarction in 2003–2008 in Western Australia as an illustrative example. We applied iterative exclusion criteria to standardize the dispensing histories according to previous literature. A SAS program was developed to calculate the adherence measures accounting for various drug parameters.

Results: The study cohort was 348 incident patients (mean age 74.6±6.8 years; 69% male) with an admission for myocardial infarction who had cardiovascular medications over a median of 727 days (range 74 to 3,798 days) prior to readmission. There were statins (96.8%), angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors (88.8%), beta-blockers (85.6%), and angiotensin receptor blockers (13.2%) dispensed. As expected, observed adherence values were higher with mean MPR (median 89.2%; Q₁ 73.3%; Q₃ 104.6%) than mean MPRₘ (median 82.8%; Q₁ 68.5%; Q₃ 95.9%). DPPR values were the most narrow (median 83.8%; Q₁ 70.9%; Q₃ 96.4%). Mean MPR and DPPR yielded very close possession values for 37.9% of the patients. Values were similar in patients with longer observation windows. When the traditional threshold of 80% was applied to mean MPR and DPPR values to signify the threshold for good adherence, 11.6% of patients were classified as good adherers with the mean MPR relative to the DPPR.

Conclusion: In the absence of transparent and standardized equations to calculate adherence to polypharmacy from refill databases, the novel DPPR algorithm represents a valid and robust method to estimate medication possession for multi-medication regimens.
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Plain language summary

Adherence, a term for how much of the prescribed medications have been taken, can be estimated from medication claims data. Several measures of adherence to multiple medications (polypharmacy) have been reported in the literature as averaged metrics from single medications. Because they are historical and were not developed to estimate polypharmacy, the formulae represent a gross approximation of the actual medication intake and were therefore criticized. A call for transparency and standardization emerged, leading to the development of a novel calculation method. Due to an aging population and clinical guidelines recommending concurrent medication, there is a growing need for robust estimates of adherence to polypharmacy. A novel formula, the daily polypharmacy possession ratio (DPPR), was specifically developed to estimate daily availability for multiple medications. This is different to currently used measures of adherence that estimate multidrug adherence by averaging the measures of the individual medications that make up the regimen. In this article, DPPR is operationalized and validated from a rich database of population health records. The DPPR represents a robust and valid measure of adherence to polypharmacy. Researchers, clinicians, and policy makers now have at their disposal a new method to discriminate non-adherence in big claims data.

Introduction

Electronic health care data represent a precious source of information on medicine use and yield rich and objective data. The Australian Federal Government maintains the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) database which contains detailed information related to claims and payments for medications dispensed from the community as well as private and some public hospital pharmacies.1

Calculations from dispensing data allow us to estimate how much of the prescribed medications have been taken (ie, adherence) and for how long (ie, persistence).2 Because metrics have been mostly developed to estimate the costs of health care,3 the literature includes a plethora of different measures, the most common being the medication possession ratio (MPR) and the proportion of days covered (PDC).4

The most significant differences between the MPR and PDC are that the latter measures medication availability over a given period of time (coverage), mostly a calendar year,5 and values are capped at 100%.6 Since the PDC is affected both by gaps and termination of treatment, its calculation is most appropriate to analyze discontinuation with a threshold indicating premature termination.7 On the other hand, the calculation of MPR is affected solely by gaps from refill to refill. Unfortunately, most of the formulae lack transparency and consistency,8 leading to controversial9–11 or even contradictory results12 and denote the poor understanding of the use and limitations of the metrics.3 As an example, calculations of PDC from automated US refill data demonstrated an artificial inflation of the adherence estimate depending on the variables used.13 Thus, recent effort has focused on a proposal to standardize new measures for adherence calculations for single medications from dispensing data,14 including their operationalization.15

Polypharmacy (the concurrent use of multiple medications) is common due to patients having multiple comorbid medical conditions,16 and aging,17 but is also due to multidrug combinations relied on by clinicians18 and recommended by evidence-based guidelines.19 Thus, assessment of adherence to polypharmacy is clinically relevant, not least because abnormal intake of one or more drugs in a polypharmacy regimen is common and may impact on clinical outcomes.

Few studies have attempted to calculate adherence to multiple concurrent medications,20,21 and have generally calculated an MPR or a PDC for each single medication and then taken an average to represent adherence for the multidrug regimen. This method has been shown to overestimate,22 but may also underestimate adherence to polypharmacy regimens. Briefly, the use of MPR for more than one medication distorts the adherence estimate, predominantly because it does not account for overlapping supply periods, or unexpected and same-day refills.22 Thus, an averaged estimate may not reflect the actual adherence that it was intended to measure. Thus, we previously developed a new method for calculating adherence to multiple medications from dispensing data, the daily polypharmacy possession ratio (DPPR).23 This method calculates the proportion of all medicines available on-hand each day. In brief, the DPPR is a score (%) weighted by the number of medication(s) to be taken each day, with a maximum value of 100% after adjusting for any oversupply.23 The aim of this study was to operationalize the new DPPR method, and validate it against the MPR, the most common measure of adherence, using linked Australian health data. The DPPR SAS program we developed is freely available in the Supplementary materials. We followed the RECORD statement24 for the reporting of studies conducted using observational routinely-collected health data.

Materials and methods

Ethics statement

Human Research Ethics Committee approvals were obtained from Departments of Health (Western Australian #2011/62 and Federal) and The University of Western Australia (RA/4/1/1130). Patient data were de-identified and a waiver of consent was received from the ethics committees.

Selection of patient cohort

The PBS database contains detailed information related to pharmacy claims. Medications dispensed to eligible veterans,
war widows/widowers, and their dependants are also included (repatriation benefits). In brief, patients pay a co-payment toward the cost of medications listed on the PBS, and the Australian Government pays the remainder.\textsuperscript{25,26} Linkage of the PBS data with core datasets of the Western Australian Data Linkage System (Hospital Morbidity data, Emergency Department data and Mortality Register) yields a unique and comprehensive patient-level database with growing use for population-wide research purposes.\textsuperscript{27} Details of the linked datasets have been published elsewhere.\textsuperscript{25} The myocardial infarction coding in the Western Australia Hospital Morbidity Data Collection has been validated previously.\textsuperscript{28} For this study, the investigators had access to the anonymized extract from the database population to create the study cohort. We identified a cohort of 16,185 people who were hospitalized in Western Australia between 2003 and 2008 with a principal discharge diagnosis of myocardial infarction (International Classification of Diseases [ICD]-10-AM I21) and for whom we had PBS data up to June 2011. Inclusion and exclusion criteria to identify the study dataset can be seen in Figure 1.

### Inclusion criteria

1. Has first hospital admission (index hospitalization) between January 1, 2003 and December 31, 2008 with a principal discharge diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction (ICD-10-AM I21);
2. Is aged 65 years or older at time of admission;
3. Has no admission for coronary heart disease (ICD-10-AM I20-I25) recorded in any diagnosis field within 15 years prior to the index hospitalization;
4. Has dispensing records available in the PBS dataset after discharge and before a readmission (for any reason) for two or more (ie, polypharmacy) of the following four therapeutic groups: beta-blocker (ATC code C07Axxx), angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor (ATC code C09Axxx), angiotensin receptor blocker (ARB; ATC code C09Cxxx), statin (ATC code C10Axxx). By doing this, we avoided changes to treatment during re-hospitalization;
5. Has no dispensing records for the previously mentioned medications prior to the index hospitalization (lookback in PBS to June 2002);
6. Has at least four dispensing records for each of the previously mentioned ATC groups. By doing this, we excluded primary non-adherence (ie, patients who obtained a first package but did not start the treatment) and enabled patients to build a medication taking habit, considering that 3 months is needed to adopt a new habit;
7. Is a concession-card holder at the index hospitalization (to address a limitation of the PBS data where drugs are not recorded if the cost of the drug is less than the patient co-payment, so the patient pays in full). Of note, 82.4% of patients ≥65 years were concession-card holders in the PBS database.

### Exclusion criteria

1. Has a readmission (for any reason) within 30 days of discharge from the index hospitalization;
2. Has no readmission after the index hospitalization up to June 2011 (by definition this will exclude patients who died and had no readmissions, and will standardize the study cohort);
3. Has PBS records after the date of death (could be due to incorrect linkage when using probabilistic methods).

The exclusion criteria resulted in a strict cohort for validity because the aim was to test the performance of the DPPR in an administrative dataset of drug data, rather than assessing outcomes where precision is more important.

We have considered specific Australian conditions that may have interfered with the completeness of the PBS data. This included the availability of aspirin without prescription, which amounts to patients obtaining aspirin with no record in the PBS database,\textsuperscript{25} and an increase in the recommended duration of clopidogrel treatment from 6 months to 12 months during the study period.\textsuperscript{29} Therefore, we excluded both aspirin (ATC code B01AC06) and clopidogrel (ATC code B01AC04) from our analysis.

### Definitions and assumptions

We define polypharmacy as the concurrent use of multiple medications, without restriction of the number, although the literature provides various definitions and numerical thresholds.\textsuperscript{30} For the operationalization of the DPPR, the following definitions and assumptions were made, in accordance with others,\textsuperscript{2,15,31} and integrated into the SAS programming:

1. The observation window starts with the first dispensing (supply) date after the first hospitalization for myocardial infarction, and ends at the last refill date or the first readmission date, whichever came first.
2. A gap may exist between two supplies when the current supply is depleted and before a refill supply is dispensed.
3. Oversupply results from overlapping supply periods and leads to accumulated medications. Oversupply is permitted as patients may get a new supply before they have exhausted their current supply, which occurs in daily practice.
4. Carry-over of oversupply occurs when accumulated oversupply is more than a subsequent gap. We assumed patients use their accumulated oversupply if there is a
gap and carry-over any excess oversupply. A gap can only be compensated by a previous (not future) oversupply – with the rationale that this reflects real life, where patients exhaust a previous supply before starting the next. We assumed that medication is not consumed once there are no further refills and accumulated oversupply is exhausted.

5. Oversupply beyond the observation window is not permitted (ie, extra doses beyond the end of the observation window are excluded from the calculation).

Figure 1 Selection of study cohort from the hospital admissions and PBS datasets.

**Abbreviations:** CHD, coronary heart disease; MI, myocardial infarction; PBS, Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme; WA, Western Australia.
6. Switching is defined as one drug being initially dispensed, then a different drug being dispensed at a later point within the observation window. We define brand switching as switching between drugs with identical ATC code at the fifth classification level which is switching between different brands of the drug (eg, C07AB02: Minax® 50 mg [Alphapharm] and Betaloc® 50 mg [AstraZeneca]). In this case, we consider the switch as additive (because it is the same drug) and carry-over is granted under the previously mentioned conditions. We defined therapeutic switching as a switch between two different medications within the same therapeutic class. These either have different ATC codes at the fifth level (eg, C10AA01: simvastatin 40 mg and C10AA05: atorvastatin 40 mg; switching within chemical group) or at the fourth level (eg, A02BC: proton pump inhibitor and A02BA: H2-antagonist; switching between chemical subgroups within a pharmacological group). In this case, we consider switching as providing continuous use and no overlap is granted. That is, a possible oversupply of the previously used medication is ignored, with the rationale that a medical reason forced the physician to change medication (eg, lack of effectiveness, side effects or intolerance). Hence, we accounted for oversupply for brand switching but not for therapeutic switching.

7. The prescribed daily dose (PDD) is seldom available in administrative health records and is often replaced by the World Health Organization (WHO) defined daily dose (DDD).35 The PBS dataset does not include PDD, and the DDD is a broad, and sometimes inaccurate, measure of actual dose. Hence, given that PBS quantities are intended for 1-month supplies, we defined by default a dose of one per day for all medications except for metoprolol tartrate and carvedilol (two times daily) according to Australian clinical recommendations.33

Operationalization of the measures
For each patient and for each therapeutic group, assuming there are a total of $k$ dispensings during the observation window, we calculated the MPR and the modified MPR (MPR_m) as follows (variable definitions in Table 1).34

$$MPR = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{d_n}{t_{end} - t_i} \times 100$$

$$MPR_m = \sum_{i=1}^{k-1} \frac{d_n}{t_{end} - t_i} \times 100$$

For the calculation of DPPR, further parameters were defined (Table 1). As a patient may have new therapeutic groups dispensed at staggered time points, the calculations were applied for each patient for each therapeutic group by “period”. A period starts when a new therapeutic group commences. In our case the maximum is four periods. It was assumed that if a patient started a therapeutic group they were meant to continually take medication from the group until the end of the observation window. For the purpose of applying the DPPR to the study dataset under strict conditions and comparing with the traditional MPR, we allowed for staggered entry of drugs within the observation window (the end of the observation window signifies either the end of the study period or the last supply date beyond which there was no further supply). This rule also applied to the way we calculated the MPR and MPR_m.

$$DPPR = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{\text{cum days}_{\text{period}}}{\text{no of drug groups in period}_{\text{ow}}} \right) \times 100$$

Estimates are calculated by period, summed, and then divided by the observation window. The underlying concept of the DPPR is to use a 1 or 0 to indicate the presence or absence of a medication on-hand for each day, respectively, and builds proportions for periods, taking into account all of the previously mentioned assumptions. Table 2 provides an illustrative example (SAS program can be seen in the Supplementary materials). The following calculations correspond to the example patient in Table 2.

$$DPPR = \frac{29 - \left( \frac{0 + 0}{2} \right) + 115 - \left( \frac{24 + 33 + 3}{3} \right)}{144} \times 100$$

$$= \frac{29 + 95}{144} \times 100 = 86.1\%$$

$$mean\ MPR = \frac{120 + 156 + 140}{144 + 144 + 115} \times 100 = 104.5\%$$

$$mean\ MPR_m = \frac{90 + 128 + 112}{144 + 144 + 115} \times 100 = 82.9\%$$

Statistical methods
The data were obtained from administrative health datasets and contained no missing values. We combined a patient’s supply to a single supply if a patient received multiple supplies of the medication on the same day. Data cleaning is carried out by the data custodians of the individual datasets. We carried out standard data checks prior to analysis. We used SAS v9.4 for all computations, calculations, plots,
and development of the program. For descriptive statistics, we reported mean values with SD or median values with range and interquartile range (IQR), where appropriate. Analysis was performed for all patients and the subset of non-switching patients, where appropriate. The MPR, MPRwm, and DPPR were compared graphically by scatter plots and correlation coefficient, frequency distribution of the percentage change relative to the observation window, and histogram of the percentage change between mean MPR and DPPR. The histogram bar width was set at 2.5% on either side of the central value (ie, width of 5%) with increments of 5%.

**Results**

**Patient characteristics**

We identified 348 patients who met the inclusion criteria in whom to compare the different methods of adherence (Figure 1). The mean age was 74.6±6.8 years at hospital admission date (range 65–95 years) and the majority were males (240 patients; 69.0%). The number of concurrent therapeutic groups of interest was two (78 patients; 22.4%), three (246 patients; 70.7%) or four (24 patients; 6.9%) and included statins (337 patients; 96.8%), ACE inhibitors (309 patients; 88.8%), beta-blockers (298 patients; 85.6%), and ARBs (46 patients; 13.2%; Table 3). The majority of patients (67.8%) started all their drug groups at the same time, while initiation of medication occurred at two and three time points (or periods) for 29.9% and 2.3% of patients, respectively. The median length of the observation window was 727 days (IQR 363–1,345 days) with range from 74 to 3,798 days.

Switching from first dispensed ARB or ACE inhibitor occurred in five and

### Table 1 Variable definitions for the calculation of adherence estimates MPR, MPRwm, and DPPR by patient and therapeutic group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Calculation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>Total number of dispensings in observation window</td>
<td>from dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_n$</td>
<td>Date of the $n^{th}$ dispensing</td>
<td>from dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{en}$</td>
<td>Date at end of observation window</td>
<td>from dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_n$</td>
<td>Quantity of medication dispensed at the $n^{th}$ dispensing</td>
<td>from dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ow^*$</td>
<td>Observation window (days)</td>
<td>$ow = t_{en} - t$, where ($t_{en} \geq t_n$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_n$</td>
<td>Duration of supply (days) at $n^{th}$ dispensing</td>
<td>$d_n = q / j$ (dose per day)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p^*$</td>
<td>Total number of periods (period is the start of a new therapeutic group)</td>
<td>calculated from dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ttns_{en}$</td>
<td>Time to next supply (days) at $n^{th}$ dispensing</td>
<td>$ttns_n = t_{en+1} - t_n$ for $n = 1$ to $(k - 1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ttns_{k}$</td>
<td>Time to next supply (days) at end of observation window</td>
<td>$ttns_k = t_{en} - t_n$ for $n = k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$diff^*$</td>
<td>Difference in time to next supply and duration (days) at $n^{th}$ dispensing</td>
<td>$diff_n = ttns_n - d_n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$dnod_n$</td>
<td>Days not on drug at $n^{th}$ dispensing</td>
<td>$dnod_n = \text{diff}_n$, if $\text{diff}_n \geq 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$os_n$</td>
<td>Oversupply (days) at $n^{th}$ dispensing</td>
<td>$os_n = 0$, if $\text{diff}_n &lt; 0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| $act_{os_n}$             | Actual oversupply (days) at $n^{th}$ dispensing including accumulation of previous oversupply and use | if $act_{os_n+1} + os_n - dnod_n \geq 0$ then $act_{os_n} = act_{os_n+1} + os_n - dnod_n$
if $act_{os_n+1} + os_n - dnod_n < 0$ then $act_{os_n} = 0$
$act_{dnod_n}$             | Actual days not on drug at $n^{th}$ dispensing                            | if $act_{os_n+1} + os_n - dnod_n < 0$ then $act_{dnod_n} = |act_{os_n+1} - dnod_n + os_n|$ |
| $cum_{act_{dnod}_{period}}$ | Cumulative number of actual days not on drug by drug group and period | $cum_{act_{dnod}_{period}} = cum_{act_{dnod}_{period}} + act_{dnod_n}$     |
| $cum_{days_{period}}$    | Cumulative number of days in period by drug group                         | $cum_{days_{period}} = cum_{days_{period}} + ttns_n$                     |

Note: *Used in the calculation of DPPR.*

Abbreviations: DPPR, daily polypharmacy possession ratio; MPR, medication possession ratio; MPRwm, modified MPR.
Table 2 Illustrative example of a DPPR calculation for one patient taking two different medications (ACE+BB) in period 1 (29 days) and three different medications (ACE+BB+statin) in period 2 (115 days)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>ATC code</th>
<th>Supply date</th>
<th>Next supply date</th>
<th>End date</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>$Q_0$</th>
<th>Dose per day</th>
<th>$D_a$</th>
<th>ttns (days)</th>
<th>Diff</th>
<th>act_os</th>
<th>os act_dnond</th>
<th>cum_act_dnond_period</th>
<th>cum_days_period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACE</td>
<td>C09AA05</td>
<td>01/03/07</td>
<td>30/03/07</td>
<td>23/07/07</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>–1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE</td>
<td>C09AA05</td>
<td>03/03/07</td>
<td>6/05/07</td>
<td>23/07/07</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 6 6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE</td>
<td>C09AA05</td>
<td>06/05/07</td>
<td>01/06/07</td>
<td>23/07/07</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>–4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4 0 4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB</td>
<td>C07AB02</td>
<td>01/06/07</td>
<td>23/07/07</td>
<td>23/07/07</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 18 24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB</td>
<td>C07AB02</td>
<td>30/03/07</td>
<td>15/05/07</td>
<td>23/07/07</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>–21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB</td>
<td>C07AB07</td>
<td>15/05/07</td>
<td>15/05/07</td>
<td>23/07/07</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0 33 33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB</td>
<td>C07AB07</td>
<td>15/07/07</td>
<td>23/07/07</td>
<td>23/07/07</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>–20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20 20 33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statin</td>
<td>C10AA05</td>
<td>30/04/07</td>
<td>30/04/07</td>
<td>23/07/07</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0 3 31</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statin</td>
<td>C10AA05</td>
<td>30/04/07</td>
<td>12/05/07</td>
<td>23/07/07</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>–16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16 16 0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statin</td>
<td>C10AA05</td>
<td>12/05/07</td>
<td>21/06/07</td>
<td>23/07/07</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4 0 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statin</td>
<td>C10AA05</td>
<td>21/06/07</td>
<td>21/07/07</td>
<td>23/07/07</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 2 0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statin</td>
<td>C10AA05</td>
<td>21/07/07</td>
<td>23/07/07</td>
<td>23/07/07</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26 28 0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Denotes new drug code so no previous oversupply. Shaded cells correspond to the numbers in the example DPPR calculation by drug group and period shown in the Methods under Operationalization of the measures.

Abbreviations: DPPR, daily polypharmacy possession ratio; ACE, angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor; BB, beta-blocker; $Q_0$, quantity dispensed; $D_a$, duration (days); ttns, time to next supply (days); Diff, difference in time to next supply and duration (days); dnod, days not on drug; os, oversupply (days); act_os, actual oversupply (days); act_dnod, actual days not on drug; cum_act_dnond_period, cumulative number of actual days not on drug by drug group and period; cum_days_period, cumulative number of days in period by drug group.

Adherence estimates

The mean values ranged from 80.4% (DPPR) to 89.2% (MPR), with a minimum value of 15.2% ($MPR_m$) and a maximum value of 199.4% (MPR; Table 4) with each mean $MPR_m$ value being lower than the corresponding mean MPR value (Figure 2 top panel), and DPPR values not exceeding 100% (Figure 2 bottom panel), as expected. The DPPR method resulted in the smallest width of the frequency distribution of adherence estimates (Table 4). The percentage change between mean MPR and DPPR values ranged between –24% and +121% and measures the percent over/underestimation of DPPR when using the mean MPR (Figure 2 top panel), and DPPR values not exceeding 100% (Figure 2 bottom panel), as expected. The DPPR method resulted in the smallest width of the frequency distribution of adherence estimates (Table 4). The percentage change between mean MPR and DPPR values ranged between –24% and +121% and measures the percent over/underestimation of DPPR when using the mean MPR (Figure 2 top panel), and DPPR values not exceeding 100% (Figure 2 bottom panel), as expected. The DPPR method resulted in the smallest width of the frequency distribution of adherence estimates (Table 4).

Since many researchers use a historical threshold of 80% to separate good adherence from poor adherence, we analyzed our data using this cutoff. When DPPR was considered the reference measure, the positive predictive value was 88.4%, implying the mean MPR method classified 11.6% of patients as good adherence (Figure 2, bottom panel) relative to the DPPR. Conversely, the negative predictive value was 100% implying the mean MPR method never misclassified poor adherence relative to the DPPR (Figure 2, bottom panel).

The DPPR and the mean MPR values were very similar in patients with longer observation windows, but there was more and larger overestimation of the DPPR in patients with observation window below 2 years (Figure 4). The mean percentage change was 9.28% for non-switching patients and 11.98% for switching patients (data not shown).

Discussion

Conventional and historical measures of adherence to polypharmacy are average metrics from single medications and have been recognized as a gross approximation of the actual medication intake. Thus, new methods are needed to provide...
Table 3 Frequency of medication dispensed to 348 patients sorted by ATC codes, for patients without (n=284) and with (n=64) medication switching

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group, ATC code and drug name</th>
<th>Non-switching patients (n (column %))</th>
<th>Switching patients (n (column %))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statin C10AAxx (n=337)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01 simvastatin</td>
<td>64 (21.0)</td>
<td>10 (30.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 pravastatin</td>
<td>28 (9.2)</td>
<td>3 (9.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05 atorvastatin</td>
<td>210 (69.1)</td>
<td>20 (60.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07 rosuvastatin</td>
<td>2 (0.6)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE C09AAxx (n=309)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04 perindopril</td>
<td>34 (11.1)</td>
<td>1 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05 ramipril</td>
<td>268 (87.9)</td>
<td>3 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 fosinopril</td>
<td>1 (0.3)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 trandolapril</td>
<td>2 (0.6)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB C07Axxx (n=298)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B02 metoprolol_s</td>
<td>2 (0.7)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B02 metoprolol_t</td>
<td>205 (75.6)</td>
<td>23 (85.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B03 atenolol</td>
<td>42 (15.5)</td>
<td>2 (7.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B07 bisoprolol</td>
<td>10 (3.7)</td>
<td>2 (7.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G02 carvedilol</td>
<td>12 (4.4)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARB C09CAxx (n=46)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04 irbesartan</td>
<td>20 (50)</td>
<td>4 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06 candesartan</td>
<td>15 (36.8)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07 telmisartan</td>
<td>6 (13.2)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08 olmesartan</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>These are patients who switched from their first prescribed drug in each drug group.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Row percent of number of patients for the drug group.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviations:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE, angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor; BB, beta-blocker; ARB, angiotensin receptor blocker.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Comparison of mean, median, and range of estimates for the three adherence measures MPR, MPR_m, and DPPR, obtained from the study cohort, for all patients and for non-switching patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All patients (N=348)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean MPR (%)</td>
<td>89.2±27.1</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>199.4</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>104.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean MPR_m (%)</td>
<td>81.2±23.0</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>187.0</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>95.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPPR (%)</td>
<td>80.4±18.1</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>70.9</td>
<td>96.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-switching patients (N=284)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean MPR (%)</td>
<td>90.1±26.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>178.9</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>105.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean MPR_m (%)</td>
<td>81.8±21.9</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>176.4</td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>70.9</td>
<td>96.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPPR (%)</td>
<td>81.6±17.8</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>72.9</td>
<td>96.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: MPR, medication possession ratio; MPR_m, modified medication possession ratio; DPPR, daily polypharmacy possession ratio; Q1, first quartile; Q3, third quartile.

more accurate estimates of medication use, especially using refill databases with longitudinal patient data. Comparison of the three possession measures MPR, MPR_m, and DPPR, derived from a strictly defined patient population, shows the advantages of the DPPR estimates which indicate the proportion of all medicines available on-hand each day. As expected, of all adherence measures, the DPPR yielded the lower mean estimate and the narrowest distribution of values. In addition, a direct comparison between mean MPR and DPPR showed that percent over/underestimation of the DPPR when using the mean MPR ranged between –24% and +121%. The difference was in 62% of the values, and more than half of the patients were overestimated by up to +27.5% when using the mean MPR, especially for shorter observation windows below 2 years. Further, setting a threshold of 80% to signify good adherence resulted in 11.6% of patients being classified as good adherers with the mean MPR relative to the DPPR.

Our validation study has demonstrated that the disadvantages of the conventional MPR measures may be overcome with the DPPR. In particular, the DPPR estimates...
Figure 2 Correlations between mean MPR, mean MPRm and DPPR.

Notes: top panel: Values of mean MPRm plotted against mean MPR for each patient; bottom panel: Values of DPPR (the reference measure) plotted against mean MPR for each patient; the lines at 80% show quadrants to calculate the PPV [positive predictive value = b/(b+d)] = 88.4% and the NPV [negative predictive value = c/(a+c)] = 100%. The line represents x=y; the hatched line represents DPPR = 100%.

Abbreviations: MPR, medication possession ratio; MPRm, medication possession ratio modified; DPPR, daily polypharmacy possession ratio.
Figure 3 Frequency distribution of the percentage difference between mean MPR and DPPR values compared with DPPR per patient.

Note: Numbers above bars indicate number of patients.

Abbreviations: MPR, medication possession ratio; DPPR, daily polypharmacy possession ratio.

Figure 4 Percentage change between mean MPR and DPPR relative to DPPR by observation window length.

Abbreviations: MPR, medication possession ratio; DPPR, daily polypharmacy possession ratio.
of adherence are more conservative mainly through strict accounting of oversupply. Hence, the DPPR accounts for oversupply solely to compensate a subsequent gap (time-forward-approach), and excludes oversupply beyond the end date which was shown to overestimate adherence measures by enlarging the value of the quantity dispensed. This is a disadvantage of the MPR methods because they count oversupplies and can lead to extreme outliers relative to the DPPR. However, because standardization of all variables is an integral part of the DPPR measure, it delivers a more realistic value of medication use and can be used in adherence research and for policy makers.

In our approach to operationalize the DPPR method for the first time, we deliberately applied strict iterative exclusion criteria to our original database as well as strict assumptions. By doing this, we standardized the dispensing histories and thus excluded noise in the analysis, enabling statistical comparison between the three possession metrics. We are aware that clinical practice might differ – possibly between countries – and have discussed, in the next section, each unique peculiarity of treatment history as well as its implication for the DPPR. This concerns possible stockpiling prior to the start date, therapeutic switching and non-persistence, dosage instructions, end date, and temporary gaps such as hospitalization, which can be summarized in elements related to the patient, the medication or the system.

Firstly, on a patient-level, we selected patients hospitalized with incident myocardial infarction who received the first dispensing of medication after discharge. By doing this, we assumed that the first intake occurred on the day of the first dispensing, and that patients had no stock at home. The influence of a pre-existing stockpile on the adherence metric and its implication on selecting the start date have been described previously and have intuitive appeal. Setting the start date of the observation window represents the first decision researchers have to make when defining their datasets. A look-back period can be included to identify if medication was dispensed previously. Depending on the purpose for which the adherence metric will be used, the start date may or may not take into account prior dispensing, with the inherent question of “For how long?”. Consequently, when running the DPPR SAS program with their datasets, researchers may need to adapt the raw data according to their needs, to adjust the original quantity values with the previous stockpile.

Secondly, on a medication level, we treated each initialized medication as if maintained until the end of the observation window. By doing this, we assumed that no treatment interruption or temporary discontinuation occurred during the observation window, thus excluding therapy cessation (so-called non-persistence). Also, we ignored switching between two different medications within the same therapeutic class, because we considered these as two separate drugs with no carry-over of supply from the switched drug. Depending on the local clinical guidelines, switching medications from different therapeutic groups may be recommended. For example, in Australia and in most countries during 2003–2008, an ACE inhibitor could be stopped and replaced by an ARB in case of intolerance while today, with new results and evolving guidelines, ARB are considered interchangeable and treated as one drug, indicated as ACE/ARB in our study results. Consequently, when running the DPPR SAS program, researchers need to adapt it to their raw data according to local guidelines, and group the ATC codes for therapeutic equivalence together in one therapeutic group.

The challenge in defining non-persistence in refill databases is to determine the onset of cessation, that is, the last gap beyond which medication use ceases. Mathematically, it amounts to setting a specific period of time (or threshold) that needs to be exceeded after the supply from the previous refill ends. Therefore, an individual is classified as non-persistent if they did not refill a medication within the given time threshold. The value of this maximal gap can range from zero (no gaps allowed in medication history) to a specific number of days. Between those two extremes, almost every gap length from 7 to 180 days has been proposed in the literature. Setting a threshold is defining the sensitivity of the adherence measure, since the smaller the allowable gap, the higher the number of patients classified as having ceased treatment once the gap is exceeded. One method used with health records is the refill-sequence that determines if a patient has refilled a prescription within a predefined number of days. Similar analysis of persistence with cardiovascular medications from the Danish population registry showed that almost half of the patients re-initiated treatment after a gap of 90 days. Thus, a threshold of 90 days or more might be useful, but it will depend on the dosage of the individual drug. Consequently, when running the DPPR SAS program, researchers need to decide the magnitude of the gap according to the medications of interest, and to ensure that accumulated oversupply is accounted for prior to concluding that the defined gap has been exceeded.

In the absence of dosage information in the PBS dataset, we allocated a daily dose of one or two for medications, with assumptions derived from Australian treatment guidelines. By doing this, we adopted the concept of the waiting-time-
distribution method that estimates the prescription duration from data without dosage information, by using the 75th centile of the distribution of time to next supply date. In a recent study using the PBS database, the estimated duration was 35 days for most cardiovascular medications which corresponds to a 1-month supply and a once-daily intake for 30-day packages. This is consistent with the estimates of duration we determined from our data, and consistent with the PBS being a system of 1-month supplies for most drugs that are used in chronic diseases. Similarly, changes in medication strength and dose are not captured in most health care databases and need approximating from the quantity dispensed. Since the PBS was designed to deliver treatments of 30 days’ duration, approximating from quantity dispensed is possible. For other databases, calculations based on medication strength and the corresponding WHO DDD is an alternative way to approximate the dose. Consequently, when running the DPPR SAS program, researchers need to set daily doses according to the best method available to them. However, given that the MPR methods include oversupply and can overestimate the adherence, we expect the DPPR to be a more robust measure if the dose assumptions are incorrect because it accounts for oversupply.

Thirdly, on a system-level, we selected the next readmission date as the end of the observation window. Readmissions may not be possible to identify in some countries – eg, when hospital data are not linked to drug data – and can lead to longer gaps in refill sequences. If readmissions are included in the observation window, and the hospitalization period is known, it should be subtracted from the denominator of the metrics, assuming complete adherence to hospital medications during hospital stay. However, if the length of stay is short then adjusting for hospital admission(s) will probably have a negligible effect on the adherence calculation. Depending on the local hospital policies, patients might use their home medication in the hospital or medications might be dispensed at discharge. No adjustment of the calculation is needed in the former case, whilst medications dispensed at discharge should be taken into account in the latter case. Consequently, when running the DPPR SAS program, researchers need to adjust the end dates of some treatment episodes with hospitalizations, and include additional supply if medications are dispensed at discharge if these data are available.

We applied strict inclusion criteria, such as four or more dispersions of medications from two or more therapeutic groups, and eliminated outliers or abnormal patterns to obtain high quality datasets. We ended up with a robust algorithm that was able to be separated from the historical MPR measures. Thus, it is likely that larger effects will be observed when running our DPPR SAS program on a less restricted dataset that has more outliers and extreme dispensing patterns. To demonstrate whether the DPPR is an improved measure relative to the MPR or PDC, comparative data assessing adherence by a specific method to tangible outcomes (such as readmissions and death) is needed. Meanwhile, the DPPR can be considered as a better measure of adherence to polypharmacy than other estimates.

This study has several strengths. First, the data stem from a large national medications database and captured all PBS dispensing for concessional beneficiaries with heart disease in Western Australia. Thus, the data are population-based and adherence calculations yield real-world estimates. Second, we applied highly restricted criteria to select patients with first-time myocardial infarction. This approach enabled us to compare the different calculation methods under identical conditions and enhances the reliability of the results. Third, our approach allowed us to describe and discuss the unique peculiarities of treatment history such as hospitalization, and to propose ways to account for these in the analyses. By doing this, we hope to increase the awareness of other researchers when calculating medication adherence from administrative datasets. The DPPR method is applicable to all databases that contain information on dispensed medications (ie, prescribing, dispensing or claims databases), provided that the parameters “date of dispensing”, “quantity of medication dispensed”, and “duration of supply (days) at dispensing” are available or can be estimated.

We acknowledge some limitations. First, as with any analysis of adherence based on dispensing data, we assumed that medicines dispensed implied medicines were ingested. As a consequence, indices are surrogate measures of medication adherence and identify the highest possible level of medication possession. Second, several assumptions were made, the main one being that medication consumption commences on the day of dispensing. However, future standardization of the assumptions will lead to comparable estimates of adherence across different studies, for the same calculation method. Third, the PBS dataset does not include dosage, so we used a once-daily dose for each drug except for metoprolol tartrate and carvedilol (twice-daily doses used). This may have underestimated usage if a higher dose was prescribed or overestimated the dose if the patient was instructed to take half the dose in the case of tablets that can be cut in half. Fourth, claims databases may not capture the most non-adherent patients, ie, primary non-adherence. However, the DPPR is not designed to capture primary non-adherence, but to provide a measure of adherence in patients who have
been supplied multidrug regimens. Lastly, our SAS program does not allow for the stopping of a drug group altogether. However, with the proposed periods of therapeutic group, one can calculate a DPPR for this time frame and then separately look at adherence after the removal of a drug group.

**Conclusion**

The new DPPR is an alternative method of estimating adherence to polypharmacy from administrative datasets that addresses usage from a combination of drugs rather than treating adherence as an individual drug measure where a regimen is prescribed. Our results support that the DPPR is a more robust method of measuring adherence than the traditional MPR methods, as it accounts for oversupply and thus leads to a more sound measure if the assumption for dose is incorrect. This study used strict conditions of record selection in administrative drug data to demonstrate the working application of the DPPR algorithm. The next step is to apply the algorithm under less restrictive study conditions to examine its impact in analyses of clinical outcomes.
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